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TURBULENT SKIES
VLIEGENDE HOLLANDERS

Series | 8 x 50’ | Drama | Topkapi Series, Avrotros/NPO1 |
DUTCH (OV), ENG ST
As the founders of Dutch aviation, idealist Albert
Plesman and opportunist Anthony Fokker, are inextricably bound together. They cannot live with
each other or without. Nevertheless, during the
Interwar Period when the world is heading
towards a new war, they join forces to set up civil
aviation.

TWO PIONEERS, ONE DREAM.
ALTHOUGH THEY OBVIOUSLY SHARED A PASSION FOR FLYING,
THEY COULD NOT HAVE BEEN MORE DIFFERENT.

This adventure drama series aims to join the
ranks of state-of-the-art-drama, so popular
with audiences today. It depicts a historical
setting with dynamic camera work, cutting-edge
visual effects and high-end art direction. The
epic story portrays the feud fought between

Albert Plesman (director of KLM) and Anthony
Fokker (famous pilot and aircraft manufacturer)
during 1919 and 1930.

produced by Mockingbird & DPG Media in coproduction with The Film Kitchen & Belga Productions

A glass of wine was never considered a crime.
Boris VAN SEVEREN Jurgen DELNAET Joke DEVYNCK Frances LEFEBURE

written & created by Jean-Claude van Rijckeghem & Pierre De Clercq directed by Kadir Ferati Balci

A GOOD YEAR
EEN GOED JAAR

Series | 8 x 45 min | Crime/Drama | Mockingbird
Productions/Medialaan VTM, RTL Videoland | DUTCH (OV), ENG ST
As Erik is unable to pay the inheritance tax for the
country house of his deceased great-aunt, he solicits
the help of small time criminal Lenny to break into
the house and steal everything of value. By accident,
they discover a hidden cellar in which Erik’s greatuncle, a resistance leader, kept his supplies and
some bottles of a 1937 Château Rycler. Local legend

A DISGRACED ENGINEER AND A DOWN-ON-HIS-LUCK SMALL-TIME CROOK
HOPE TO STRIKE IT RICH BY CLAIMING TO HAVE FOUND HITLER’S WINE
CELLAR. THEIR CON SOON SPIRALS OUT OF CONTROL …

has it that in 1940, Hitler had his HQ, known as
Hitler’s Shelter, in nearby Brûly-de-Pesche to oversee the invasion of France. While downing one of
the bottles the well-oiled men cook up an idea:
Hitler’s Shelter + the stuff in the cellar = a way to
make money. Their new business idea soon comes
to life with the help of canny art historian Judith

and erratic Rosy, the well networked daughter of
Antwerp crime lord Michel.
A twisty crime-drama with a gripping storyline,
produced by experienced production companies, who have come together to create highquality series for the international market.
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INSPIRED BY TRUE EVENTS

A MINI-SERIES WRITTEN BY STEFAN KOLDITZ DIRECTED BY SVEN BOHSE

DARK WOODS

A MISSING WOMAN,
A FAMILY TORN APPART,
A 30-YEAR QUEST FOR THE TRUTH

DAS GEHEIMNIS DES TOTENWALDES

Mini-Series | 6 x 45‘ | Thriller, Drama |
Bavaria Fiction for ARD Degeto | GER (OV), ENG ST
The investigation into the disappearance of Barbara Neder by the police authority in charge is less
than exemplary. Her brother, high-ranking Hamburg police officer Thomas Bethge decides to take
on the case himself - unaware that the search for
Barbara will take more than 30 years and will reveal
a series of horrific murders.

Inspired by real-life-events that took place in the
late 1980s, this sinister mini-series tells the story
about a family, and of a brother searching for
his missing sister for more than three decades.
From award-winning writer Stefan Kolditz (“Generation War”, “Naked among Wolves”) with
Matthias Brandt (“Babylon Berlin”), Karoline

AMBER ALERT
ALERTE AMBER

Series | 10 x 45’ | Drama | Pixcom/TVA | FR (OV), ENG ST
The worst nightmare of a parent becomes a brutal
reality for Valérie and Jonathan: the disappearance
of their 12-year-old son Éliot, who is autistic. The
Missing Persons Unit instantly sets off an Amber
Alert. Every minute counts to bring Éliot back home
safe and sound. Members of the Missing
Persons Unit question the family, revealing intimate

Schuch (“Luther and I”), August Wittgenstein
(“Das Boot”), Nicholas Ofczarek (“Pagan
Peak”) and Hanno Koffler (“Never look
away”,) as main characters.

THE KIDNAPPING OF AUTISTIC ÉLIOT TURNS HIS
FAMILY’S LIVES UPSIDE DOWN, REVEALING THAT THIS
FAMILY WAS NEVER QUITE WHAT IT SEEMED.

details about their past and the circumstances that
triggered the tragedy.
A twist-filled crime drama portraying both a
family’s misfortune and the emotional ties that
bind them. The poignant storyline brings together the experiences of tough days with mo-

ments of brightness and hope. The skillful way
in which the story of the police investigation,
the history of the patchwork family, and the
events around the kidnapping itself are interwoven makes this high-quality series as gripping as a family drama and exciting as a thriller.

BJARNE MÄDEL

KLAUS MARIA BRANDAUER

DAS GESTÄNDNIS

F E R D I N A N D V O N S C H I R AC H

AGAINST THE CLOCK & THE CONFESSION

FERDINAND VON SCHIRACH: ENEMIES
FERDINAND VON SCHIRACH: FEINDE

Event Movies | 2 x 90 min | Crime/Drama | MOOVIE GmbH
for ARD Degeto, Constantin Film | GER (OV), ENG ST
The kidnapping of a 12-year-old girl is told in two
parallel films. One film follows inspector Peter
Nadler, who in a race against time uses dangerous
methods to save the girl. The other follows the
accused‘s defense attorney, Konrad Biegler, who
wants to protect his client at all costs. In the end,
Nadler and Biegler face each other in court and fight

ONE STORY, TWO PERSPECTIVES, TWO FILMS:
A POLICE OFFICER AND A DEFENSE ATTORNEY STRUGGLING
FOR WHAT IS RIGHT AND WHAT IS JUST.

for their ideas of justice. But what is right and what
is just? Does the end justify all means? Is the rule of
law and its representatives allowed to do everything
when it comes to saving human lives or must the
law apply always and for all? We all want to do the
right thing, but are we allowed to break the law for
that?

This thrilling two-part TV event shows how dangerous it can become, if one puts its own sense of
justice over the law. Starring Oscar-nominee
Klaus Maria Brandauer (“Out of Africa“, “James
Bond - Never say never again“) and Bjarne Mädel
(“How to Sell Drugs Online (Fast)“, “Crime Scene
Cleaner“).

KARIN HANCZEWSKI ALWARA HÖFELS CORNELIA GRÖSCHEL MARTIN BRAMBACH

BERKO

BERKO - EL ARTE DE CALLAR

Mini-Series | 4 x 52’ | Thriller, Drama |
Promocine & Imago/TVN, FOX, CNTV |
ES (OV), ENG ST
When he sets out to investigate the suspicious
death of a fellow journalist, Boris Berkowitz’
dogged pursuit of the truth sets off a chain of
events that ultimately leaves him on his own, fighting a faceless criminal network involved in illegal
weapon dealing, prostitution and drug trafficking.
Based on true events.

STREETS OF BERLIN

MODERN MURDER

Berlin is sexy, deadly and dangerous. The German
capital is not only a party mecca, it‘s tops in crime
and murder, as well. Inspectors Nina Rubin and
Robert Karow are big-city homicide cops and an
uneven duo. Their murder cases lead them behind the scenes of glamorous Berlin.

A pair of female detectives with their fingers on
the pulse of crime, who are as different and unpredictable as the cases they solve. The tension
between the two women, which stems from their
different backgrounds and investigative styles,
drives the cases forward and pushes them to their
limits – privately and professionally.

Series | 12 x 90‘ | Crime | rbb, Das Erste |
GER (OV), ENG ST

Series | 10 x 90’ | Crime | MadeFor Film, Das Erste |
GER (OV), ENG ST

MOUNTAIN MURDERS

NANNY ON BOARD

BURIED TRUTH

Series | 16 x 48’ | Crime | Luckybird Pictures/ARD for
Das Erste, BR | GER (OV), ENG ST

TV Movie | 3 x 90’ | Romantic Comedy |
FFP New Media/ARD Degeto | GER (OV), ENG ST

Series | 18 x 60’ | Crime | PanImage, C-Films/SRF |
SWISS GER (OV), GER DUB, IT DUB, FR DUB, ENG ST

The entertaining criminal cases of a mismatched pair
of detectives in a picturesque idyll: when charismatic
Jerry Paulsen from the State Criminal Police Office in
Hamburg is deployed to a small town in the Alps,
conflict with the resident Chief Inspector Benedikt
Beissl is all but guaranteed. Professionally and privately, as Jerry is also dating Beissl‘s daughter.

Premium Nanny Henni is perfectly practical in
every way. On her very special missions she takes
audiences to romantic locations all around the
world. After her previous jobs in Mauritius and
South Africa, Nanny Hennis‘ latest mission takes
her to Canada.

Rosa’s new case takes her to a remote village in the
Bernese Jura, where a gruesome triple murder has
shocked the community to its core. Was this an
account being settled amongst drug traffickers? Or
has the case got something to do with an old secret
involving the highly respected local Mulliger clan?

COPYKILLER

SWEET AS PIE

MODERN DAD

TV Movie | 89‘ | Crime | MOOVIE for ARD Degeto/
Das Erste | GER (OV), ENG ST

TV Movie | 90‘ | RomCom | maze pictures for ARD
Degeto | GER (OV), ENG ST

TV Movie | 90‘ | Comedy | Amusement Park Film
for ARD Degeto | GER (OV), ENG ST

WATZMANN ERMITTELT

DAS KINDERMÄDCHEN

WILDER

Karoline Schuch
Christoph Letkowski
Charlotte Schwab

copykiller
directed by Johannes Grieser

DIE TOTEN VOM MEER

Does an imprisoned serial killer instruct brutal
murders on the Husum coast? This is the question
facing young inspector Ria Larsen: the bodies in
the dunes point to a copy killer. During the investigation, Ria gets into a race against time and into a
dangerous game with a ritual killer who has already destroyed the life of her predecessor.

HOCHZEITSSTRUDEL & ZWETSCHGENGLÜCK

When Hanna unexpectedly inherits half a farm, the
city girl must move to the countryside. The timing
couldn‘t be worse for Hanna who is just about to
invest in a coffee bar in the city. However, the longer she spends in her old home, the clearer she
comes to see her own dreams.

DAS LEBEN IST KEIN KINDERGARTEN

Freddy is a modern dad: while his wife Juliana
works as a doctor, he looks after their children,
while also working as the newly appointed head of
a pre-school. Freddy has his own pedagogical theories and is excited to finally have the chance to
implement them. But when Juliana is offered a new

CARSTEN

BJØRNLUND

S O F I A

H E L I N

MAN DIVIDED
Y E S T E R D AY
BEGINS
TOMORROW

SF STUDIOS PRODUCTION PRESENTS
A FILM BY MAX KESTNER

COMING SOON
MD_artwork_A1.indd 1

I AM LYING NOW

CRESCENDO #makemusicnotwar MAN DIVIDED

Feature Film | 110‘ | SciFi, Thriller | Opus Film,
NewAms | POL (OV), ENG ST

Feature Film | 106‘ | Drama | CCC Filmkunst |
GER/ENG (OV), ENG ST

Famous actress Celia is shocked when she discovers some secrets about her husband. Is any of
this true? Or maybe everything is being manipulated? If so, by whom and why? And how will it
end? Whatever you think, you‘re wrong…
A highly atmospheric and thrilling film noir from
the producers of Academy Award-winning “Ida”.

When a world famous conductor tries to create an Israeli-Palestinian orchestra, it takes all his skill and resources to overcome the discord and get them to play
in harmony, rising to a tense and emotional finale.
Academy-Award nominated director Dror Zahavi directs
this gripping drama as a constantly growing ‘crescendo’.

RATE YOUR DATE

SUNE BEST MAN

Feature Film | 100’ | RomCom | The Amazing Film
Company, Seven Pictures Film GmbH | GER (OV),
ENG ST
After a failed date, Teresa and Anton have a brilliant
idea: a dating app in which users rate each other and
are divided into categories. #RateYourDate is born
and the times of bad dates are over. Together with
womanizer Paul and romantic Patricia they start the
app. But love does not follow any algorithm…

JA TERAZ KLAMIE

RATE YOUR DATE

CRESCENDO

25.09.17 17:57

QEDA

Feature Film | 90‘ | Drama | SF Film Production
ApS | DA (OV), ENG ST
2095. The world is flooded. Fang Rung, the dedicated Head of Copenhagen‘s Secret Intelligencesends
his time-travel alter ego back to the year 2017 to
save the world, only to realize the mission may
endanger his future world just as much. A race
through time begins.

FRITZI - A REVOLUTIONARY TALE

SUNE BEST MAN

FRITZI - EINE WENDEWUNDERGESCHICHTE

Feature Film | 90’ | Family Entertainment |
Unlimited Stories AB | SV (OV), ENG ST

Feature Film | 86‘ | Family Entertainment | Balance
Film, TrickStudio Lutterbeck, Doghouse Films,
Artémis Productions, MAUR Film

Sune is excited about going on a class trip, “the
secret journey“, with his friend Sophie, but it turns
out that it is the same date as when Sune‘s favourite
grandpa is going to get married again. And his
grandpa wants Sune to be his best man…a turbulent
road trip begins.

East Germany, 1989. Twelve-year-old Fritzi lovingly
takes care of her best friend Sophie‘s little dog Sputnik, while Sophie‘s family is on summer vacation in
Hungary. When Sophie doesn‘t come back from vacation, Fritzi and Sputnik set out in search of her.
An entertaining and exciting tale of the Fall of the Wall,
and of the people who were brave enough to change the
world.

PETRONELLA APPLEWITCH
PETRONELLA APFELMUS

Series | 39 x 11’ | Animation | Akkord Film, SERU Film Produktion,
2 Minutes/ZDF | GER (OV), ENG ST
Life is never boring when your best friend is an apple witch! Barely the size of a cherry and 134 years
old (but very young at heart), Petronella loves her
garden and all the creatures in it. She uses all her
magical powers to care for them, but her magic is…
well, powerful but improvised. Luckily, there are

A MAGICAL GARDEN FULL OF FUN CREATURES,
TWO CHILDREN AND A CHAOTIC APPLE WITCH –
WELCOME TO THE ADVENTUROUS WORLD
OF PETRONELLA APPLEWITCH

the 9-year-old twins Leah and Louis who always
find clever ways to help solve Petronella’s hiccups
and all the other challenges in the garden.
This magical animation series offers a world of
friendship, imagination and a love of nature, full of

comedy and action, lovingly produced by experienced production companies with a strong
track record in extremely successful adaptations of German-language bestsellers for children,
for the big and small screen alike.

BY THE BROTHERS GRIMM
& HANS-CHRISTIAN ANDERSEN
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SKY RAIDERS

A HOUSEFUL OF ANIMALS

THE FINEST FAIRY TALES

Feature Film | 100‘ | Family Entertainment | UCM |
ISR (OV), ENG ST

Series | 96 x 25‘ | Family Entertainment | Polyphon
Südwest, Polyphon Pictures/SWR, ARD Degeto |
GER (OV), ENG ST

Series | 51 x 60‘ | Family Entertainment | ARD |
GER (OV), FR DUB, ENG ST (several episodes)

The loveable Hansen Family is a modern Dr. Doolittle
story in the Black Forest, recounting exciting
stories of big and little kids‘ animal adventures.
The young audience grows up along with our
human and furry friends.

The best fairy tales from the Brothers Grimm and
Hans Christian Andersen! The collection contains
more than 50 of the best and most well-known fairy
tales. All your favorite characters are dusted off
and brought to vibrant life as full-fledged people,
starring major German talent.

HARPATKA BESHECHAKIM

13-year-old Yotam is obsessed with flying, but his
overprotective mother won’t let him anywhere near
planes, especially after he lost his father a few years
ago. When Yotam and his classmate Noa find a rare
antique plane in the local junkyard, they team up
with Morris, an 80-year-old grumpy loner who used
to be a pilot. Together they try to bring the plane
back to life, just in time for the annual Air Show.

TIERE BIS UNTERS DACH

SECHS AUF EINEN STREICH

OUR UPCOMING
SERIES
HIGHLIGHT

FAST

10 x 42‘ | ACTION | CRIME
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